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A Clothes Mind Announces Alecia Taylor as the New Brand Ambassador

HOUSTON - April 25, 2016 - PRLog -- A Clothes Mind is proud to announce that Alecia Taylor, model,
style coach and owner of Bien Roulee Magazine, is now part of the brand's family.

Sophisticated, confident and stylish, Alecia has many facets.  Alecia will provide her years of experience
and expertise in representing the brand and building on the new vision and strategic expansion of the
brand's global women's business Alecia's ambassadorship reflects the company's strategic commitment to
expanding its ready to wear collections globally as there is a strong potential for additional growth across
all women's categories. The expansion strategy encompasses design direction, merchandising, presentation
and communication to present a fresh new vision for A Clothes Mind's ready to wear collections,
reinforcing the accessible designer brand that offers stylish classics with a playful fashion edge.

Anna Margaux, CEO of A Clothes Mind stated: " We strongly feel that Alecia would be a valuable asset to
the company as her ideas would greatly add to its vision, creativity , brand awareness  as well as providing
innovative insight. Alecia Taylor, will work with A Clothes Mind to design and customize classic styles, as
well as create new styles to add to the A Clothes Mind portfolio. Her charisma and individuality, her
ambition-all these things make her a perfect ambassador for our brand. "

About Alecia Taylor:

Alecia Taylor is a Wife, Mother, Grandmother, Entrepreneur, Runway Model, Face Model, Model Scout,
Pose Coach,  Magazine Publisher  and Project Director of many endeavors.

Alecia's  interest in fashion started at an early age  as she would watch her grandmother match colors and
patterns perfectly with makeup, purse in hand and shoes to die for. Alecia's grandmother would strut in a
room full of Church goers, who admired every detail. It was her confidence that made her entrance
unforgettable. Her grandmother's words still echo in her mind today, "People will not remember your
contribution's; it's your strength, courage and pride that will confidently speak volumes." Alecia's  charisma
and individuality is what has made her stand out from the rest.

In, 2009 Alecia's natural confidence and sexy femininity was immediately apparent when she entered a
Runway Contest  in late December for Nzuri at the NRG stadium, in which she won 3rd Place. From there,
Alecia knew that she LOVED the feeling of being accepted as a Plus Model.  She was eager to get involved
and practice everything she needed to know just to pursue such a dream. A few photo shoots later, Alecia
began to enjoy the entire process of trying to catch the eye of major model scouts and modeling agencies,
that wasn't afraid to put an "older" yet very confident plus model on the cover of their magazine.

After submitting photos, entering casting calls…. just to be rejected due to age and agencies only looking to
market the "perfect plus" model on their covers; Alecia  then began to specialize in model training,
development and management . Alecia formed a solely funded platform, where no one would be rejected,
due to size, gender, race, modeling credibility's or lack of accomplishment'; standard's given by most in the
industry. Alecia felt that if a person was confident enough to pursue his/her dreams, who is anyone to say
they aren't qualified?
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In the year of 2014, Alecia created a display of some of Houston's most confidently beautiful models in one
incredibly "stunning" single calendar entitled "Officially Thyck"; under the brand name of "Ladies of
Amber Essence."

Alecia's latest project, BIEN ROULÈE Style and Fashion Magazine,  debuted January 2016, was created to
showcase and build a platform of talented fashion designers, stylists, make-up artists, hair stylists, bloggers,
article writers and columnist. BIEN ROULÈE Style and Fashion Magazine is an upcoming online
Magazine for all body types, unique style's and bold Fashions where its first digital copy online gained over
8000 views.

Alecia has dedicated herself to fostering emerging talent  and helping to empower her clients with the
self-confidence that comes with an individual style. She is Alecia, beautifully human and confidently made.

About A Clothes Mind:

A Clothes Mind has taken artistic talents and paired them with a knack for fashion. The mastery of designs
featured on A Clothes Mind are geared towards women in its couture element with dresses, pant suits, two
piece ensembles & evening gowns where one would think they are the Cinderella of the Ball. We specialize
in women's fashions from sizes 2-26. Our Sleek and Sassy Fashions are created to inspire, uplift and
motivate the "Diva" in you with thought provoking collections that are beyond FIERCE! Each piece will
take your inner "DIVA" to the next level by accentuating your curves and exudes classiness which caters to
the feminine essence of a lady.

There are no limitations when it comes to the epitome of high fashion. Our unique style and flair, sets us
apart from the competition. We house two clothing brands which are Solace and Margaux Kouture.
"Solace" clothing brand was birthed in 2005 is a trendy clothing brand offering bold and daring styles
where women can feel comfortable in being able to express & wear their feminine qualities. The latest
clothing brand, "Margaux Kouture" launched in 2011 demonstrates brilliance for high fashion clothing
styles. Whether you are a fashion celebrity or a "Social Diva", Margaux Kouture will exhibit the glitz and
glam on and off the red carpet.

For more information, visit www.aclothesmind.com.

Contact
Desi Munzon
A Clothes Mind
***@aclothesmind.com

--- End ---
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